STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Antwerp Weekend 12th June to 15th June 2014

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Antwerp - Thursday 12th June 2014

This session Michael Thraves from Spain joined us.

Once the wrist is gripped, we looked at the idea of bringing the chin closer or further
to the tail-bone as a subtle method of controlling Uke without pulling with the arm.
This compression of the tummy area as the spine is curved in extension has the
effect of pulling Uke but without pulling! :-)

The idea of having a sphere in your hand and partially turning the wrist/arm around
this was re-visited.

This can be applied to Jodan inside sweep, where the sphere is rotated below the
wrist of Uke. Jodan Outside sweep, where the sphere is "exposed" to Uke's face as

the rotation and "draw" is applied. Chudan outside turn, where the sphere rests on
Tori's hand. Chudan inside turn, where the sphere, which is facing Uke, is turned.

As a Free play element we used the Randori no kata Ura Waza sequence as a basis
for Tori start attack, Uke response to Tori an then Tori using a "counter" attack to
end. In each case the players never return to a formal start position. A slightly
different way of looking at what we regularly perform as Kata and in Embu Line
where the start point is always the same.

More Study Group sessions . . .
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Antwerp - Friday 13th June 2014

This session Vicente Bosch from Spain joined us.

The session started with our normal universal spine and tummy moving/warming
exercises, with more explanation and correction with difficulties. From an observers
perspective the exercises look simple and easy to follow.
As our deeper understanding improves the whole body becomes involved, using
virtually every muscle.
The result is an effect static warm up which makes you sweat.

We continued to explore the ideas of
bringing the chin closer or further to the tail-bone as a subtle method of controlling
Uke without pulling with the arm, once the wrist is gripped.

In this class we had a mix of younger and more supple students and we found that
the flexibility, particularly in the wrist joint, made it more difficult to break and control
balance using Jodan kuzushi. By stretching the bent wrist slightly higher improved
matters.

We worked on elements of Koryu Dai San Kneeling section, first formally then in a
free play way to stimulate meaningful attacks with realistic responses from Tori.

Giving the knees a rest we contined with some of the Standing section of Koryu Dai
San before closing the session.

More Study Group sessions . . .
Saturday
Sunday

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Antwerp - Saturday 14th June 2014

Today, as usual, we had two sessions one in the afternoon and the other early
evening.

We looked variations of grabs/grips and that how Tori can influence the way that Uke
attacks.
Some interesting ideas evolved which mainly show that Tori is always taking the
initiative from the very start and that the completion of the technique becomes almost
a foregone conclusion.

We continued to work on basic sweeps and turns, Omote & Ura and the variations
when the three levels of Kuzushi (Jodan, Chudan & Gedan) are considered.

Always remembering:
The relationship between Chin and Tail bone.
The idea of a sphere in the hand of Tori.
Moving Uke through the shoulder line.
Careful positioning of footwork.
Moving Uke without “pulling”.
Correct use of the Tegatana arm – never a sideways pulling movement.(Elbow
drives the wrist)
Try to keep Uke’s arm in its natural shape without forcefully pulling it straight.

We spent time on reassessing the ten Ura techniques of the Basic 17.
As a Free play element we used this to stimulate a good Tori attack with positive Uke
response so that Tori could explore and develop good counter techniques.

To end with we worked on elements of Koryu Dai Roku.

For those still with energy left, some Tanto Randori.

In the evening we gathered with some of our non-active Aikidoka friends as a “Thank
You” for all their effort in helping to make the 4th EUROPEAN ETAN
CHAMPIONSHIP the success it was.

More Study Group sessions . . .
Sunday

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Antwerp - Sunday 15th June 2014

Further explanations of our universal spine and tummy moving/warming exercises,
were given; all helping to improve their effectiveness. Working in pairs helped in
identifying difficulties.

More work and reinforcement of the basic sweeps and turns, Omote & Ura and the
variations when the three levels of Kuzushi (Jodan, Chudan & Gedan) are
considered.

Five ways of doing a specific technique from the same or similar attacks.
The students demonstrated their interpretations. This idea was used to stimulate the
student’s awareness to difficulties which may arise in Randori for example. In
general the answers lie within one’s own self.

To end with we worked more on elements of Koryu Dai San.

Report by Vicente Bosch
An awesome weekend!
- Focus and review on basic exercises for aikido to improve our internal strength
and how we move. Single and paired work so that we can review.
- Shishi hon no kuzushi omote and ura : jodan, chudan , gedan.
- All of the above being applied while reviewing the counter techniques, koryu dai
roku and koryu dai san.
- Making the koryu no katas alive, real ... Not what you see in competition.
- Friends, fun conversations, laughter and Belgium beer.

It was nice to see Eamon Odabashy in a fleeting visit on his return home from a
weekend in Holland.

More Study Group sessions . . .

12th - 13th July, 2014 in Antwerp, BELGIUM
Provisional due to “UK Jury Service” 9th - 10th August, 2014 in Antwerp, BELGIUM
13th - 14th September, 2014 in Antwerp, BELGIUM
10th - 12th October, 2014 in Bex, SWITZERLAND
14th - 16th November, 2014 JAA GRADING in Antwerp, BELGIUM
20th - 23rd November, 2014 Course & JAA GRADING in Almusafess, SPAIN
10th - 14th December, 2014 in Antwerp, BELGIUM

